DACIA JOGGER

THE NEW 7-SEATER FAMILY CAR

With the All-New Jogger, Dacia is revamping the family car up to 7-seater and making it
accessible to all. A versatile family car, the Dacia Jogger takes the best of each category:
the length of an estate, the spaciousness of an MPV, and the looks of an SUV. It is in a class
of its own. At an unbeatable price, the Dacia Jogger offers the best price-to-spaciousness ratio and versatility of an all-rounder car.
Behind the wheel, the New Dacia Jogger offers the driving sensations expected of a C-segment vehicle. Its 2.90m wheelbase makes
it stable and its 16-inch wheels ensure that it sits well on the road. In addition, its rigid body structure makes it robust. On board,
the ergonomics, soundproofing and headroom ensure the comfort of all passengers up to the
third row. The Dacia Jogger is the ideal family companion for everyday life, but also for those
who want to get away from it all and enjoy the great outdoors. As a true Dacia, it offers the
essential equipment without compromising on safety and life on board. Available in 5- and 7seater versions, the Dacia Jogger comes in three trim levels (Essential, Comfort and the Extreme
Special Edition) and six body colors: opaque Glacier White or metallic Iron Blue, Terracotta
Brown, Slate Grey, Moonstone Grey and Pearl Black. Upon its release, the Dacia Jogger will be
available with two engines with 6-speed manual gearbox: the brand-new TCe 110 petrol engine
and the ECO-G 100 engine with petrol and LPG bi-fuel. 2023 will see the addition of a hybrid.
Already available for order, the Dacia Jogger will arrive in dealerships from March 2022.
DESIGNED FOR THE GETAWAY FEEL
In rethinking the family car, Dacia sought to respond to
the pull of the great outdoors and the wide-open road, but also the adventures of modern
family life. With the length of an estate, the spaciousness of an MPV, and the looks of an
SUV, the Dacia Jogger is a true getaway vehicle.
A DYNAMIC PROFILE
The front profile of the Dacia Jogger incorporates a wide grille, unique to the Dacia
brand, strong wings that extend the wheels to the four corners of the car, and a sculpted,
horizontal bonnet. Its flush wheels and tailboard spoiler provide a dynamic feel. Their
dropline emphasizes the rear-wing shoulders giving a wellgrounded feel atop its wheels.
The Dacia Jogger has an outdoor feel thanks to the roof rails, strong wheel arches, and high
ground clearance (200mm unladen) that suits all road types.

MOT TEST & SERVICING
TYRES & EXHAUSTS
PUNCTURE REPAIRS
4 WHEEL ALIGNMENT
BRAKES & BATTERIES
WELDING & REPAIRS
★ Call in for your FREE SUMMER CHECK ★
Includes Tyres, Coolant, Screen Wash, (All Top Ups are FREE)
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